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Hermitage museum guide

The Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg is one of the best museums I have ever visited. Located in a beautiful winter palace and home to one of the largest art collections in the world, it is definitely a treat for any art enthusiast. Being the second largest museum in the world, it can certainly feel a little overwhelming planning a visit to it. That's why I created
this blog with some information and tips on how to best visit the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg. First of all, let's start with the history of this beautiful place. The Great Catherine's Russian Empress was a true art patron who began to acquire an art collection for her winter palace in St. Petersburg. He bought a large art collection from Berlin
businessman Johann Arnst Gotzowsky. He originally created it for Perus King Frederick II. But, after he refused, he sold it to Empress, Russia. Catherine devoted part of the palace to her new art collection. During his time, it was not yet available to the public, but only a few could see it. Not only was the collection impressive to me, but the building where the
museum is located is itself a piece of art. It is composed of six buildings, but the central part of it is the winter palace with its recognizable green facade. Ironically enough, I read how they re-painted it a few times throughout history, with different colors. So, sometimes it was red, yellow, etc. Until after World War II, it was painted again in its original bright
green. It was used as a palace and a home for the Romanov family. The great Catherine organized numerous events there, from masquerades for formalities, to large receptions and various ceremonies. Its main purpose can still be felt in its interiors with large halls and historic furniture. Some rooms really stand out with its wall decorations and furniture. The
gallery known as 'Raphael Loggias' is particularly remarkable. It was created in the 1780s as a replica of the room where Raphael was painted at the Apostoli Palace in Rome. With more than 3 million objects, hermitage is the world's second largest museum. It is said that if you spend only one minute observing each exhibition, you will have to spend 11 years
in a museum. Eleven years! The best part of the series is the choice of Western European art. Works by Italian Renaissance painters such as Leonardo da Vinci and Raphael or by Dutch masters such as Rembrandt are among the most famous. Besides these are collections of ancient Egypt, antique art, baroque painting and classical sculpture. My visit to
my Hermitage Museum visited the Hermitage Museum during my recent visit to St. Petersburg. My friend Lilia, who lives there, was too sweet to offer carlo care, so Marijan and I can enjoy visiting us without children while the two of them were having fun on their own, we've joined one of the small group tours organized at the Hermitage Museum. Only four of
us are in one. So we really had a chance to learn about the fascinating history of this place. From the moment we entered the museum and seen some of its decorations and graffiti. As long as the collection of Dutch masters I particularly liked, I have enjoyed every second of my visit to the Hermitage Museum and I really hope to visit it again. Things to know
before visiting the Hermitage #Cat Museum – about 60 cats live in the museum. They've been here since the 18th century when Elizabeth ordered them to control the rats # Museum tickets – to avoid queues for hours, I definitely advised you to buy your ticket in front. You can order them on the museum's official website, where you can choose one type of
ticket you need. # Free entry – Entry to the museum is free on the first Thursday of each month. Be prepared, however, that many people want to take advantage of it as well. And the museum can be busier than usual. # Guided Tours – I visited the Hermitage Museum with a small guided group tour. It was a 3-hour long tour, and only 4 of us were in the
group. Since the museum is great, I definitely recommend visiting it with one of these guided tours. I booked the tour at the link here and absolutely recommended it! Well, I believe I have visited most of the most famous European museums. And without a doubt, the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg is the best museum I've ever seen. I hope this is the
perfect guide to visiting the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg is going to help anyone plan their visit. Did you visit this museum? Do you have any other tips for a great visit to the Hermitage Museum? *This includes some affiliate links. The Hermitage Museum, Museums, Russia, St. Petersburg Hermitage is impressive in its size and luxury. But there are a
lot of salons, and there are a lot of different exhibitions in them, that by the end of the first hour you'll have your head around this variety! So some tourists don't see much pleasure in hermitage, as they first queue for about an hour, then accidentally wander around the halls and say, leave the museum, get tired and frustrated. why? they dont know where to
go or look at what . We recommend using a private tour – you'll find a personal guide that will be able to guide you through the most beautiful venues and show you the main exhibitions, tell you about the museum collection as effectively as possible. You can order a private jump line hermitage tour here: the only thing more impressive than the scale and
grandiose of the Hermitage Museum is the collection of artworks in which it holds. With more than 3 million artworks, Hermitage is one of the world's most extensive art collections. And if you ask anyone who's been, at least rival the Louvre experience! Below is a short guide to the Hermitage Museum to help you make the most of yourself The highlights of
the collection in hermitage are far and wide, from picasso's great blue-era paintings to Michelangelo's unfinished sculpture of a crotch boy. The museum is also home to a number of works by Moines, Césaden, Van Gogh, Googvin, Bonnard and Matisse. How to get your bearings from all the world's major museums, Hermitage is perhaps the most confusing
to navigate. There are no fewer than 400 rooms with interconnected buildings and corridors, totaling three floors. Does that seem overwhelming? Wait till you're inside! The easiest way to see the set without a beat tumble is to make it floor-to-floor. Generally speaking this will lead you to antiques on the ground floor and European paintings in the first and
second. Since there is a strong chance you've lost, be sure to arrive early and allow for at least half a day to explore the collection (you could easily spend a full day here!) tips for your visit while it's more expensive to buy a ticket in hasten, it allows you to bypass the line to buy tickets. You still need to join the queue to enter, but buying a ticket on the
museum's website before arrival can significantly reduce your waiting time going in. The museum opens late (until 9 p.m.) on Wednesdays, providing a great opportunity to avoid crowds and see more spaces at ease. A two-day ticket will allow you to break your visit over two days which is much better due to being extensively set. Check out the website
(hermitagemuseum.org) before your arrival for a virtual tour of some of the most popular rooms. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Email Most State Hermitage Museum is one of the largest and richest museums in the world. Its complex consists of more than 3,000 cases, and the main complex alone occupies five buildings located in the heart of the city - in Palace
Square. The largest, most beautiful and famous building of the complex is the Winter Palace - the former winter residence of the Russian Tsars. The Hermitage tour should come with anyone first to St. Petersburg. Everyone there finds something they like, you can see the luxurious rooms where historical evidence meetings take place and decisions are
made. You can refer to the exact room where our revolution started. You can walk on the floor where russian tsars feet. Art lovers will have a unique opportunity to enjoy masterpieces owned by Rembrandt Brush, Rubens and El Greco, Leonardo da Vinci and Tateian. Hermitage showcases the best collection of French impressionists and impressionists in
the world. We have a magnificent collection of artefacts as well as French and Italian sculptures designed by Hodon, Falcont and Canova. If you prefer functional art you may see exquisite furniture, porcelain, majolica and tapestries. You can find more information on the museum's official website. Hermitage is where you can spend Unable to see 10% of the
collection on the screen. Next to the winter palace alone has more than 10 rooms and 117 staircases. So to have a possibility to see the best possible choice of interiors and exhibitions and not to waste time trying to find your way around we recommend guided tours, which usually takes about 3 hours. If you have a particular interest in any artistic field we
can adapt the tour to your liking. Nb! If you are particularly interested in jewelry we can also include a special tour to the famous golden room of hermitage, where you can see a collection of gold and jewelry that belongs to the Russian tsar. If you want to take advantage of this opportunity, please let us know in already, as this tour should be arranged in a
pre-arranged way. Send St. Petersburg Hermitage Surf Guide Request ... If you don't want to spend hours wandering around and trying to find the best pieces of art - this is the way to do hermitage in 3 hours. My guide - Elena - was polite, knowledgeable and very good. The price is not too bad for personalized surfing to your liking. Highly recommended! (Bill
Esther.) Hermitage Booked Online ... great tour . Anna was amazing! incredibly friendly and exceptional knowledge . The Hermitage Museum is quite large. Don't try to do this without help. When I was there, it had a huge, long line, but because I bought tickets online and had given up the line, I didn't wait long. If you have any plans to visit, buy tickets online
to jump the line. (Alexander, Ohio) St. Petersburg Hermitage Reservation ... A really good 3 hour overall tour of this fabulous and massive museum. Our guide was great and his English was perfect. There may still be a waiting line but it does save as much time as very long ticket lines for visitors who buy their tickets on the spot. Reach 15 to 20 minutes
before the museum opens to avoid long waits. (Serge S, Manila) Tickets to The Hermitage Museum of St. Petersburg ... Our curator and guide were both wonderful. Very informative and knowledgeable. They really enriched our understanding of the pieces in the museum. Strongly recommend it. We were also able to bypass all ticket lines that were massive.
(Dubai H) Guide to St. Petersburg Hermitage Museum ... We have a private tour with elena's museum guide, she was very conscious and took us to all the most important pieces of the Hermitage Museum did strongly recommend taking a tour instead of going in it alone. Additional knowledge is very useful. (Nicholas Bradley) Visit the Hermitage Museum of
St. Petersburg... An amazing tour with olga's very knowable guide who asked our interests, e.g. porcelains, art, and then included these interests on tour. He managed to help us stop the crowds as much as possible and really helped show us important collections at the museum. Strongly recommend this tour. (Ahmad Shea) Hermitage Gold Room Tour ...
Our tour of the Gold Room was scheduled for 2pm and there Four of us with our gold room guide. Since it was a private tour, we were able to ask questions and get detailed answers and learn more than guidebooks. (Marcel, Rome) SurfIng Hermitage Gold Room ... Super! The gold room is wonderful and full of treasures from very old cultures. The guide,
who spoke excellent English, showed us the most up-to-be detailed details. We received great aesthetic pleasure from this tour of the Gold Room and learned a lot of interesting things. (Elleyn Scott) Hermitage surfing with the best guides... We were lucky to buy a group tour of hermitage but there were only two in the group. So we have a private tour at the
expense of a group. Bad :) Our guide Elena was a very attractive young lady. We loved his knowledge of both history and art. His English was perfect and he was very good to communicate with. He showed us the most famous halls at the museum, which is huge, he gave us as many details as it usually happens, but all the information he gave us was very
interesting and exciting. thats exactly what we needed . Fantastic museum and grand tour! Highly recommended! (Anna, NY) NY)
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